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The couple, Manar, had lost all their property in a formal casino and then chose to commit suicide.

Although they are willing to bet and lose, and although the casino wins are also open, but his children
will definitely hate the casino.

Therefore, in this case, trying to reason with the other party again is meaningless.

The only thing that can be done is to do everything possible to smooth out the hatred in the other
party’s heart.

Even if it pays tens of billions of funds as compensation, it is still not hesitating.

When Salmaan heard this, he said contemptuously: “Old things, our palace master’s biggest goal in the
past 20 years is to make you Wade Family pay for the blood. This kind of hatred, you think it’s a mere
10 billion. Can it be solved?”

Lord Wade also knows that the other party is unlikely to agree, but in business negotiations, the bid
will never be given in one step, so he immediately said: “If the lord of the palace is not looking down
on 10 billion, then it can be said to be a number, as long as It is within the scope of my Wade Family’s
tolerance, and I am willing!”

Salmaan smiled, and said: “Unexpectedly, you old thing is pretty good.”

Having said that, he snorted and said: “Old thing, since you want to resolve this matter peacefully,
then our Palace Master is not forbidden to give you the opportunity of the Wade Family, as long as
your Wade Family agrees to our Palace Master’s three conditions. , Our palace master can spare you a
dog!”

Lord wade was overjoyed in his heart and hurriedly said: “What are the specific conditions, please tell
me! As long as myWade Family can do it, I will do it!”

Salmaan nodded and said: “Then listen carefully.”

“First! Tonight, I will plan out all the Wade Family members buried on Yeling Mountain, leave bruce’s
coffin, and move all the others away overnight! Yeling Mountain was renamed Wanling Mountain, and
Yeling Mountain will be renamed from now on. The mountain becomes a tomb of thousands of
families!””

The Wade Family’s expression was shocked!

To move all Yejiazu’s tombs overnight and rename Yeling Mountain to Wanling Mountain, isn’t this the
fucking dove occupying the magpie’s nest?

The point is, I have heard of robbing houses and land, but who has heard of robbing ancestral graves?

This is no longer the dove occupying the magpie’s nest, this is the dove occupying the magpie’s grave!



However, you grabbed the graveyard, so why did you leave bruce’s coffin? What is this Abbas’s
attempt?

Just when the Wade Family was at a loss, Salmaan slowly spoke again:

“Second! Tomorrow morning, all of your Wade Family members will gather at the foot of Wanling
Mountain and use the whole process of your ancestor worship ceremony to mourn the parents of our
palace lord!”

As soon as this sentence came out, the Wade Family collapsed.

The Wade Family’s ancestor worship ceremony is to worship the Wade Family’s many ancestors for
hundreds of years.

Now, not only did Abbas ask them to pick up their ancestral graves overnight, but also let them put on
sackcloth and filial piety for Manar and his wife? !

Manar couple, how could he be compared with the ancestors of the Wade Family? !

If the Wade Family really did this, wouldn’t it be the whole country, but the face of the people all over
the world, and the huge laughingstock of the whole world? !

Just as the Wade Family was indignant, Salmaan spoke again: “Third, your Wade Family should
willingly take out one-half of Wade Family’s assets as compensation for the death of Manar and his
wife!”

The third condition was originally out of Abbas’s consideration.

He just wanted to use his best to humiliate the Wade Family, seize the ancestral grave of the Wade
Family, and then thwart bruce’s bones to ashes, and never thought of asking the Wade Family for
money.

But this time, the loss of the Wanlong Temple in Syria was extremely heavy.

He also knew that when he went to negotiate with Syria next, Syria would definitely take the more
than 10,000 prisoners to rip off.

Therefore, he must be prepared for hemorrhage.

Ever since, he put his idea on the Wade Family, wanting to pass this part of the loss to the Wade Family
to bear.

When the Wade Family heard this, except for Charlie, one of them counted as one, and all of them fell
apart!
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